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Milestone definitions 
There are a number of key milestones on the route to commercial fusion including;

Fusion Conditions: getting to a high enough temperature density and time to allow 

fusion to take place but without using fusion fuels

Fusion: Creating fusion conditions and then introducing fusion fuels so that a fusion 

reaction takes place.

Breakeven (sometimes referred to as scientific breakeven) where the raw energy 

produced by the fusion reaction exceeds the energy injected into the reaction.  This has 

a Q (the ratio of energy out to energy) of 1.

Engineering Breakeven: Where the fusion reaction produces enough energy to sustain 

itself through combining the self heating and the electricity produced from the reaction 

when it is reinjected through the heating systems. Sometimes known as electrical 

breakeven.

Commercial or Economic Breakeven: Where the electricity produced, after the 

reinjection needed to sustain the reaction, can be sold to create enough income to pay 

for operation of the reactor (note it is unclear whether this includes a return on 

investment in the capital or just the operating costs). 

Ignition: Where the reaction produces enough residual energy, after losses that cannot 

go back into the reaction, to sustain the reaction.  Effectively an infinite Q. 
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Commercial Breakeven 

And now for something completely different:

Commercial Breakeven
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Some other novel issues that need 
to be resolved before a commercial 
plant is possible ………..

 The fuel cycle – producing, recovering purifying, storing and re-
injecting fuels like Tritium

 The fuel cycle –availability of stable isotopes

 Materials – corrosion resistance, radiation damage resistance, 
hydrogen resistance etc

 Energy conversion for aneutronic technologies 



Conclusions

Fusion when developed will have the potential to  deliver “clean” energy 
wherever it is wanted whenever it is wanted providing energy wealth and 
security with minimal  environmental impact.  

The public enthusiasm for Fusion combined with a lesser need for regulatory 
oversight could lead to the sort of rapid build out that the fission industry 
could not contemplate.

But

While showing the production of energy is a wonderful hurdle to overcome 
it is only the first hurdle in what could be a grueling race.  We would be well 
advised to inform people of this in order that they are not disappointed and 
lose faith in this exciting concept.  

Economics is just one of the challenges…there are others…like Tritium 
production and handling
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